1. Who we are? What are we doing?
The Association Invingem Autismul was founded in
2009, with the aim of improving the lives of people
affected by Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD).
Since then, we have become one of the leading
organizations in this field in Romania, with a wellknown activity in the recovery and social integration
of children and young people with autism.
The association is accredited as a provider of social
services under the law, and since August 2020 the
service offered has been licensed.

2. What is autism?
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a complex
developmental condition that involves persistent
challenges in social interaction, speech and
nonverbal communication, and
restricted/repetitive behaviors. The effects of ASD
and the severity of symptoms are different in each
person.
ASD is usually first
diagnosed in
childhood, but some
children with autism
develop normally
until toddlerhood
when they stop
acquiring or lose
previously gained
skills.
In 2019, one in 54
children is
estimated to have
autism. Autism is a
lifelong condition.

3. Services:

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA)
Social groups
Alternative therapies: painting classes, swimming
and going out in nature

Information services and counseling for parents

4. Do you want to help?
*

You can donate 2 euros per month by sending an SMS with the text AUTISM
to the number 8844.

*
*

http://www.invingemautismul.ro/donate

*

You can direct for FREE 3.5% of the income tax for the benefit of the
children from the Center Invingem Autismul

*

You can direct for FREE up to 20% of the profit tax for the therapy of
children with autism (legal entities)

*
*

Enroll as volunteer

*
*
*

www.invingemautismul.ro

IBAN: RO57RZBR 0000 0600 1170 6588/ IBAN: RO26RZBR 0000 0600 2168
5827 (cont USD), opened to Raiffeisen Bank

Watch our events and projects on Facebook and invite your friends:
https://www.facebook.com/InvingemAutismul

Phones: 031 426 1368/ 0741 198 290/ 0740 122 186
Address: Str. Turnu Măgurele, nr. 17, în cadrul Complexului de Servicii
Sociale OMINIS, Sector 4, București

